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QT HOTELS QLD APPOINT PARKER TRAVEL COLLECTION 

                           FOR TRAVEL TRADE  

 

QT Gold Coast Bazaar is the perfect example of QT’s design aesthetic and attention to detail 

that is destined to be a hit with the world’s travel market 

 

QT Hotels Queensland that operates the glamorous QT Gold Coast and newly 

opened QT Port Douglas, has appointed one of Australia’s leading tourism 

development companies, Parker Travel Collection to internationally market its new 

designer hotels to the travel trade. 

 

The managing director of Parker Travel Collection, Todd Parker is delighted with this 

latest addition to the company’s portfolio that he says reflects his company 

philosophy to be always fresh and different from what is ‘norm’. 

 

“Like all things QT, the Parker team’s daily philosophy breaks from convention in 

almost everything we do to ensure spark and market penetration in what is an 

extremely competitive industry. 

  



“The travel trade has been screaming out for new and exciting product and we are 

confident that QT is the answer. These two new hotels in iconic Queensland 

destinations provide a unique and fresh approach to not only accommodation 

design and service but central to the QT experience of eclectic cuisine and a chic 

bar vibe. Gone are the bland hotel restaurant and corner bar, QT provides good 

food and a feeling of laid back ‘glam’ that will make the hotel experience as 

important to the overall holiday experience as the destination.” 

 

The Parker Travel Collection team look forward to officially launching QT Hotels 

Queensland to the travel industry at this month’s Australian Tourism Exchange in 

Perth. 

 

About QT 

Did you ask what is QT? Well, it’s not quite what you’d think. It’s not your ordinary 

hotel, it’s anything but. It’s an electric mix of design and art.  It’s style and luxury with 

a touch of quirk. Put it together with bars to be seen at, restaurants you just have to 

eat at, and get a taste of life QT style.  

 

The QT experience is destined to enlighten and inspire with its retro-glam design 

aesthetic; open-spaced settings and contemporary, yet quirky artist-crafted 

features.  Rooms make a statement with their sleek designer bathrooms and 

bespoke features. More: wwwqthotels.com.au 

  

About QT Port Douglas                

PORT DOUGLAS WILL NEVER BE THE SAME AGAIN 

 

A tropical paradise for the way you are; fresh, hip and contemporary with a quirky 

tropical feel. 170 guest rooms and holiday apartments complimented by Bazaar 

Restaurant to the relaxed vibe of Estilo bar. This is the new Port Douglas.  

More: www.qtportdouglas.com.au   

 

About QT Gold Coast                    

NOSTALGIC SURFER CHIC MEETS MIAMI CATWALK COOL IN AUSTRALIA'S NEWEST AND 

MOST EXCITING HOTEL 

http://www.qtportdouglas.com.au/


If food, wine, music, design, fashion and art are your thing, QT Gold Coast is the 

place for you. Opened in 2011, 297 spacious new guest rooms complimented by 

Bazaar Restaurant to the relaxed California Baja lounge vibe of QT’s Stingray 

Lounge.  

More: www.qtgoldcoast.com.au 

 

About Parker Travel Collection 

Parker Travel Collection has offices in Melbourne, Cairns, Gold Coast, Guangzhou, 

Los Angeles, London and Seoul.   

 

Just last month, Todd Parker was awarded Tourism Queensland’s coveted Wendy 

Hall Award for outstanding contribution to tourism. 

 

 For further information, contact Todd Parker, Parker Travel Collection on 07 4055 

6122, mob: 0417 440 922, email: or visit the website on  
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